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Deformation of Non-crystalline  
Materials



Learning Objectives
• To learn the primary deformation mechanisms when  

expose non-crystalline material in different stress and  
temperature environments

• To understand the micromechanics of flow behavior  
between crystalline and non-crystalline materials

• To distinguish the driving force(s) in a deformation  
process between crystalline and non-crystalline  
materials

• To examine the toughening and strengthening  
mechanisms in amorphous and non-crystalline materials

• To investigate the relationship between the applied  
stress and the initiation and propagation of shear bands

• To study the phenomenon of crazing, a type of plastic  
deformation, in glassy polymers



Differences between Crystalline  and 
Non-crystalline Materials

• In crystalline materials, permanent deformation is generally  
related to identified defects such as dislocation, atom  
diffusion involving voids, vacancies, etc.

• The macroscopic deformation is similar in both crystalline  
and non-crystalline (i.e. behave in a brittle manner under  
high strain rate and low temperature)

• In non-crystalline materials, permanent deformation is often  
related to localized slip and/or viscous flow (low stress or  
high temperature)

• The non-crystalline arrangement is thermodynamically  
stable above material’s Tm

• The crystalline just opposite (below the Tm is more stable)

• Crystalline arrangement is more ordered  less molar  
volume



Ordered Structure in Crystalline  Material



Volume Change with respect to  Cooling



Transformation from the Amorphous to  
Crystalline (Bond Breaking Is Required)

• Strong,  
directional,  
polar, covalent  
bonds between  
Silicon and  
oxygen atoms  
prevent the  
formation of  
crystallization.



A Long Distance Is Required for  Crystallization 
to Take Place



Concept of Free Volume

• Free volume is defined as Vf = Va-Vc 

where Va is the amorphous volume and Vc 

is the crystalline volume

• The greater the free volume, the easier the  
molecular flow (or atomic flow)

• Free volume is an important concept to  
describe a deformation process in  
materials

• This concept is used in conjunction with  
Tg



Glass Transition Temperature  and Molar 
Volume

• The ratio Tg/Tm can  
determine the ease  
of glass formation  
(ratio >0.67 is  
favorable)

• Tg relates to a  
reduction in atomic  
mobility

• Heating an  
amorphous  
material below  
itsTm can enhance  
the crystallization  
process



Viscous Flow (Newtonian Flow)

• Why viscous flow? Low stress or high  
temperature

• Shear stress is a function of shear strain  
rate (  = & )

• The proportionality constant  is the  
material’s constant, is independent of the  
applied stress, but is dependent on  
temperature

• The tensile stress is also a function of  
tensile strain rate, can be expressed as

 = 3 &



Kinetic Principles Model (Stress  Induced 
Flow)

• The energy decrease (F) is associated with  

applied stress and jump distance  (similar to  

dislocation glide at low temperatures)

• The force F can be expressed as ()

• The total energy decrease is =Vact 

where Vact is the activation volume (similar to  

atomic volume)

• The net rate of atoms moving in a specified  

direction is expressed as
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Reaction Rate Model
• This model assumes a stress-independent viscosity is  

directly related to the diffusion activation energy at high  

temperatures. The flow process is associated with  

activation energy due to atomic jump.

• At low temperatures and/or high stresses, the viscosity  

increases with stress.

• When Vact is much greater than KT,  increases  

linearly with the stress. Activation energy is about the  

same.

• This model works well at high temperatures and low  

stresses in amorphous materials.

• This model is well suited for liquid materials such as  

gases and liquids having low viscosities (at high  

temperatures and low stresses)



Viscous Flow in Amorphous  
Materials



Free Volume
Model

• The proportionality constant () depends  

on the probability of an open volume in the  

vicinity of an atom (or molecule) that is  

ready to move affected by an applied  

stress.

• Thermal activation will create changes in  

local volume (reaction rate model)



Strain Components in Silicate
Glass

v
 = bt





Deformation of Metallic Glasses

• What is metallic glass?

• Metals are produced in the amorphous  
state using extremely rapid cooling rates

• Metallic glasses offer excellent mechanical  
properties: similar bulk modulus (K), lower  
tensile modulus, but much higher UTS  
than crystalline counterparts

• The deformation process is affected by  
temperature, stress and strain rate.



• This is a  

deformation  

mechanism map

• Three distinct  

regions: elastic,  

viscoelastic and  

viscous regions

• Heterogeneous  

deformation at  

high stress and  

low temperature

• Homogeneous  

deformation at  

low stress and  

low temperature



• At high  

stresses and  

low  

temperatures,  

permanent  

deformation is  

associated  

with shear  

bands.



Von Misses Yield Criterion

• Shear bands are initiated by both stress and  

temperature.

• The yielding criterion can be expressed as
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Crazing
• Glassy polymers are deformed by forming shear  

bands in the compression area

• Deformation in the tension side will develop  

necking phenomenon

• Crazing is promoted by a positive dilatory stress  

(stress/atomic volume)

• The principal stress required to initiate craze

yielding decreases as the 2nd principal stress

increases (biaxial loading)

• Craze yield criterion is expressed as

ure constantsand D(T)C(T)where
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Two Yielding Criteria







Summary

• Viscous flow is due to permanent  
displacement of atoms in different locations  
within the material.

• Glass transition temperature is an  
important factor to the deformation in non-
crystalline material.

• Stress, temperature and free volume are  
key factors to a deformation mechanism.

• Shear band is another deformation  
mechanism in non-crystalline material –
crazing.



THANK 
YOU


